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ABSTRACT

Decapping is a critical step in mRNA decay. In the 59-to-39 mRNA decay pathway conserved in all eukaryotes, decay is initiated
by poly(A) shortening, and oligoadenylated mRNAs (but not polyadenylated mRNAs) are selectively decapped allowing their
subsequent degradation by 59 to 39 exonucleolysis. The highly conserved heptameric Lsm1p-7p complex (made up of the seven
Sm-like proteins, Lsm1p–Lsm7p) and its interacting partner Pat1p activate decapping by an unknown mechanism and localize
with other decapping factors to the P-bodies in the cytoplasm. The Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex also protects the 39-ends of
mRNAs in vivo from trimming, presumably by binding to the 39-ends. In order to determine the intrinsic RNA-binding properties
of this complex, we have purified it from yeast and carried out in vitro analyses. Our studies revealed that it directly binds RNA
at/near the 39-end. Importantly, it possesses the intrinsic ability to distinguish between oligoadenylated and polyadenylated
RNAs such that the former are bound with much higher affinity than the latter. These results indicate that the intrinsic RNA-
binding characteristics of this complex form a critical determinant of its in vivo interactions and functions.
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INTRODUCTION

Turnover of mRNA is an important control point in gene
expression as evident from the enormous number of genes
known to be regulated at the level of mRNA decay (Hentze
1991; Tharun and Parker 2001b; Raghavan et al. 2002;
Wang et al. 2002a; Frevel et al. 2003; Yang et al. 2003).
Furthermore, it is a critical determinant of several crucial
cellular processes (Harigaya et al. 2006; Hollien and
Weissman 2006).

mRNA decay pathways and decay factors are well
conserved in all eukaryotes from yeast to humans, wherein
normal mRNAs are degraded via two major pathways of
decay (Coller and Parker 2004; Meyer et al. 2004; Parker
and Song 2004; Wilusz and Wilusz 2004; Fillman and
Lykke-Andersen 2005). Decay is initiated in both pathways
by poly(A) shortening (Wilson and Treisman 1988; Shyu

et al. 1991; Decker and Parker 1993). In the 59-to-39

pathway, this is followed by decapping, which then permits
the 59-to-39 exonucleolytic degradation of the message body
(Muhlrad and Parker 1992; Decker and Parker 1993; Muhlrad
et al. 1994, 1995; Couttet et al. 1997; Gao et al. 2001; Wilusz
et al. 2001). In the 39-to-59 decay pathway, deadenylated
mRNAs are degraded in a 39-to-59 exonucleolytic manner by
the exosome followed by the hydrolysis of the resulting cap
structure to m7GMP (Muhlrad et al. 1995; Anderson and
Parker 1998; Chen et al. 2001; Wang and Kiledjian 2001;
Liu et al. 2002; Mukherjee et al. 2002).

In the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, poly(A) shortening
is carried out by the Ccr4p complex (Tucker et al. 2001).
Decapping, which in the 59-to-39 decay pathway occurs
after the poly(A) tails of the mRNAs are shortened to
oligo(A) length, is carried out by the decapping enzyme
(Dcp1p–Dcp2p complex) (Beelman et al. 1996; Dunckley
and Parker 1999). The 59-to-39 exonucleolytic digestion of
the decapped mRNAs is carried out by the exonuclease
Xrn1p (Hsu and Stevens 1993). Decapping is a crucial step
controlled by several factors. While the translation initia-
tion machinery and the poly(A) binding protein Pab1p
are known to be inhibitory to decapping (Caponigro and
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Parker 1995; Coller et al. 1998; Schwartz and Parker 1999,
2000; Vilela et al. 2000; Wilusz et al. 2001; Ramirez et al.
2002; Khanna and Kiledjian 2004), several other factors are
known to facilitate decapping. These include Pat1p, Dhh1p,
Lsm1p-7p complex, Edc1p, Edc2p, and Edc3p (Hatfield
et al. 1996; Boeck et al. 1998; Bonnerot et al. 2000; Bouveret
et al. 2000; Tharun et al. 2000; Wyers et al. 2000; Coller
et al. 2001; Dunckley et al. 2001; Fischer and Weis 2002;
Schwartz et al. 2003; Kshirsagar and Parker 2004). All the
decapping factors, the 59-to-39 exonuclease Xrn1p, the
mRNA molecules targeted for decapping, and the mRNA
degradation intermediates of the 59-to-39 pathway are
localized in discrete cytoplasmic structures called P-bodies,
suggesting that P-bodies are the cytoplasmic sites of
decapping and 59-to-39 degradation (Sheth and Parker
2003; Teixeira et al. 2005). Importantly, P-bodies also are
conserved in mammalian cells (Ingelfinger et al. 2002;
Van Dijk et al. 2002).

The Lsm1p-7p complex, which is a heptameric complex
of seven Sm-like proteins Lsm1p–Lsm7p, is a highly
conserved component of eukaryotic mRNA decay machin-
ery. The Like Sm (Lsm) proteins are homologous to Sm
proteins, and together these proteins form a conserved
family that is characterized by the presence of a bipartite
sequence motif called the Sm domain (Cooper et al. 1995;
Hermann et al. 1995; Seraphin 1995; Anantharaman and
Aravind 2004). The tertiary structure of the Sm domain is
also highly conserved among these proteins (Kambach et al.
1999; Collins et al. 2001; Mura et al. 2001; Toro et al. 2001;
Schumacher et al. 2002). There are eight Lsm proteins
(Lsm1p–Lsm8p) that are conserved in all eukaryotes, and
they form two distinct heptameric complexes, Lsm1p-7p
and Lsm2p-8p (Salgado-Garrido et al. 1999; Bouveret et al.
2000; Tharun et al. 2000), which are localized in the cyto-
plasm and nucleus, respectively (Ingelfinger et al. 2002;
Sheth and Parker 2003; Stanek et al. 2003). The Lsm2p-8p
complex, which has a ring-shaped structure similar to that
of the Sm complex, binds to U6 snRNA, forms the core of
that snRNP, and functions in splicing (Cooper et al. 1995;
Pannone et al. 1998, 2001; Achsel et al. 1999; Mayes et al.
1999; Salgado-Garrido et al. 1999; Chan et al. 2003) but is
not involved in cytoplasmic mRNA decay (Tharun et al.
2000). However, it is involved in the nuclear degradation of
pre-mRNAs and nucleus-restricted mRNAs (Kufel et al.
2004). The Lsm1p-7p complex, on the other hand, is an
activator of cytoplasmic mRNA decapping (Boeck et al.
1998; Bouveret et al. 2000; Tharun et al. 2000), and it is not
involved in splicing (Boeck et al. 1998; Mayes et al. 1999).
The human (recombinant) Lsm1p–Lsm7p proteins have
been shown to associate into a ring-shaped heptamer in
vitro (Zaric et al. 2005), suggesting that the Lsm1p-7p
complex also has a quaternary structure similar to that of
the Lsm2p-8p and Sm complexes.

The Lsm1p-7p complex physically interacts with several
decay factors involved in the 59-to-39 decay pathway,

namely, Pat1p, Dhh1p, and Xrn1p, as well as mRNPs
(Bonnerot et al. 2000; Bouveret et al. 2000; Tharun et al.
2000; Coller et al. 2001). Furthermore, it also interacts with
the RNA polymerase II subunit Rpb4p, which is implicated
in the coordination of transcription and mRNA decay
(Lotan et al. 2005). The variety of such interactions into
which this complex engages indicates that it plays a key role
in the control of mRNA decapping and decay. However,
the mechanism by which this complex activates decapping
in vivo is not clear. Our earlier studies suggested that in
vivo this complex preferentially associates with mRNPs that
are targeted for decay but not with mRNPs competent for
translation (Tharun et al. 2000; Tharun and Parker 2001a).
Such selective interaction of this complex with mRNPs is
likely to be crucial for its function. In addition to decapp-
ing, the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex also serves to protect the
39-ends of deadenylated mRNAs in vivo from trimming
(He and Parker 2001) presumably by binding to the 39-
ends. To gain insight into the factors that determine such
interactions, it is important to elucidate the intrinsic RNA-
binding properties of this complex. Such studies have not
been done so far. In fact, the ability of this complex to
directly bind RNA has not been demonstrated.

In the present study, we have purified the Lsm1p-7p–
Pat1p complex from yeast and studied its RNA-binding
properties in vitro. Our results show that this complex
binds RNA directly, near the 39-end, and that presence of a
stretch of U-residues near the 39-end facilitates the binding.
Importantly, this complex binds to oligoadenylated RNA
substrates with much higher affinity than polyadenylated
RNA in vitro. These results are consistent with the known
in vivo functions of this complex and suggest that the
intrinsic RNA-binding characteristics of this complex form
a key determinant of its in vivo functions.

RESULTS

Purification of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex
from yeast

In order to determine the intrinsic RNA-binding properties
of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex, we purified the Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p complex from yeast. Our strategy involved
sequential affinity chromatography that exploited epitope
tags attached to two different subunits of this complex.
Specifically, we used a yeast strain that expressed FLAG-
LSM1 (N-terminal tag) and LSM5–6xHis (C-terminal tag)
as the only copies of these genes from their native pro-
moters. Northern analyses (Fig. 1A) confirmed that the
presence of these epitope tags did not affect mRNA decay
and 39-end protection functions in this strain based on the
following observations. First, accumulation of the poly(G)
decay intermediate of the MFA2pG mRNA (an indicator of
the status of 59-to-39 mRNA decay) (Hatfield et al. 1996;
Cao and Parker 2001; Tharun et al. 2005) was as efficient in
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this strain as in a wild-type strain not carrying any epitope
tags. Second, full-length MFA2pG mRNA in this strain had
a uniform poly(A) tail length distribution ranging from
z10 to 70 A-residues similar to the wild-type strain
without epitope tags. Thus, underaccumulation of poly(G)
fragment and overaccumulation of deadenylated full-length
mRNA, which are hallmarks of strains defective in the 59-
to-39 decay pathway (Beelman et al. 1996; Dunckley and
Parker 1999; Tharun et al. 2000), were not observed in our
FLAG-LSM1, LSM5–6xHis strain. Finally, accumulation of
39-trimmed forms of the full-length mRNA and poly(G)
fragment, which is characteristic of strains defective in
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex function (Boeck et al. 1998; He
and Parker 2001; Tharun et al. 2005), was also not observed
in our strain (and the wild-type strain lacking epitope
tags). Thus, all these observations indicate that this strain

is indistinguishable from a wild-type
strain lacking epitope tags with regard
to mRNA decay and 39-end protection
functions.

Purification involved affinity chroma-
tography using the anti-Flag antibody
resin followed by Ni-NTA matrix. The
band pattern of the purified material
(Fig. 1B, lane 8) revealed by SDS-poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-
PAGE) and silver staining closely matches
the pattern expected based on the known
sizes and mobilities of the component
proteins and the pattern seen in another
study where this complex was purified
using a TAP tag fused to the Lsm protein
(Bouveret et al. 2000). The identity of
these protein bands (Fig. 1B) was con-
firmed by mass spectrometry of the gel
slices containing them, based on the
detection of tryptic peptides with unam-
biguous sequence match (seven for
Pat1p, five for Lsm6p, three for Lsm1p,
and one each for Lsm2p–Lsm5p and
Lsm7p). Pat1p was not only present in
a band of mobility corresponding to
z97 kDa (in spite of its predicted size
of 88 kDa), as observed by others earlier
(Rodriguez-Cousino et al. 1995; Bouveret
et al. 2000), but also in several faster-
moving bands (Fig. 1B, labeled with
asterisk) also observed by others earlier
(Bonnerot et al. 2000; Bouveret et al.
2000). These analyses revealed the pres-
ence of all the previously observed com-
ponents of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex
(Bouveret et al. 2000) except Xrn1p in
our preparation (Fig. 1B). Mass spec-
trometry analysis of the purified sample

(without electrophoretic separation) was also unable to detect
Xrn1p, indicating that Xrn1p is not present in significant
amounts in our preparation. Absence of Xrn1p should help
avoid undesirable degradation of the substrate RNA when
RNA-binding assays are carried out with the purified
complex. Similar analyses also failed to detect Lsm8p.
Absence of Lsm8p in the preparation indicates that our
preparation is not contaminated with the closely related
Lsm2p-8p complex.

Purification of uncomplexed Lsm1p and partial com-
plexes (lacking one or more subunits), if any, present in the
cell lysate should be greatly reduced in our procedure since
it involves use of two different epitope tags attached to two
different subunits. Also, mRNA endogenously bound to the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex is not likely to copurify with
the complex because the purification procedure involves

FIGURE 1. Purification of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex. (A) mRNA decay and mRNA
39-end protection functions are normal in the FLAG-LSM1, LSM5–6xHis strain used
for purification. RNA made from exponentially growing cultures of wild-type strain lacking
epitope tags (yRP841, lane 3), the FLAG-LSM1, LSM5–6xHis strain (yST254, lane 2), and the
lsm1D strain (yST247, lane 1) were subjected to Northern analysis for MFA2pG mRNA as
described in Materials and Methods. The positions of the full-length MFA2pG mRNA and the
poly(G) decay intermediate are indicated on the right. (Arrow on left) The position of the
oligoadenylated full-length mRNA that accumulates in lsm1D cells due to block in decapping.
(Upper and lower asterisks on the left) The positions of the 39-trimmed forms of the full-length
MFA2pG mRNA and the poly(G) decay intermediate, respectively, observed in lsm1D cells.
The % poly(G) fragment was calculated by taking the sum of the signal from the full-length
species (trimmed and normal) and poly(G) fragment (trimmed and normal) as 100%. (B) The
purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex preparation contains the seven Lsm proteins and Pat1p.
Lysate prepared from the FLAG-LSM1, LSM5–6xHis strain (lanes 5–8) or a control strain
lacking the 63His tag (lanes 1–4) was subjected to purification using anti-Flag antibody matrix
followed by Ni-NTA matrix as described in Materials and Methods. The proteins present in the
sample at different stages of purification (indicated on top) were revealed by SDS-PAGE
analysis followed by silver staining. (Left) Positions of size markers. (Right) Identities of the
bands observed with the final purified material obtained from the FLAG-LSM1, LSM5–6xHis
strain (lane 8) as determined by mass spectrometry analysis of the corresponding gel slices.
(Asterisks on the right) Pat1p bands of higher-than-expected mobility (see text).
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300 mM salt wash (see Materials and Methods), while
coimmunoprecipitation of mRNA with this complex
from cell lysates is abolished with 100 mM salt wash
(S. Tharun, unpubl.). Finally, while constructing the
FLAG-LSM1, LSM5–6xHis strain, epitope tagging of
LSM1 and LSM5 genes was done without changing any
part of their native promoter and flanking sequences to
ensure that native levels of expression of all the subunits
is achieved.

The Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex directly binds to RNA

In order to determine the RNA-binding characteristics of
the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex, we carried out in
vitro RNA-binding experiments. For our initial studies, we
used an RNA substrate derived from the 39-UTR of the
yeast MFA2 mRNA, which is a commonly studied mRNA
decay reporter in yeast (Muhlrad and Parker 1992; Decker
and Parker 1993; Muhlrad et al. 1994) that is known to
require the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex for its normal rates
of decay through the 59-to-39 decay pathway. The full-
length MFA2pG mRNA and its decay intermediate (con-
taining only its 39-UTR sequences), the poly(G) fragment,
are also known to coimmunoprecipitate with this complex
(Tharun et al. 2000; Tharun and Parker 2001a). For our
initial studies, we used a 47-nucleotide (nt)-long RNA
prepared by run-on transcription with T7 polymerase using
the plasmid pRP1039 as template (see Materials and
Methods). This RNA contains the 39-most 42 nt of the
MFA2 mRNA 39-UTR (Muhlrad and Parker 1992) attached
to three additional U-residues (derived from the plasmid)
at the 39-end and two additional G-residues at the 59-end,
and it will be referred to as MFA2(u) RNA.

To test if the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex can
interact with RNA, we incubated the purified complex with
uniformly radiolabeled MFA2(u) RNA (at final concen-
trations of 40.6 nM and 0.05 nM, respectively) and then
analyzed the reaction mixture to check if ribonucleoprotein
(RNP) complexes containing MFA2(u) RNA are formed.
Separation of the binding reactions through a native poly-
acrylamide gel (Fig. 2A) revealed a clear gel mobility shift of
the MFA2(u) RNA (Fig. 2A, lane 2), indicating that the
purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex was able to interact
with MFA2(u) RNA. The observed gel shift is not due to
nonspecific interactions because of the following reasons:
(1) The mobility shift was not observed (Fig. 2A, lane 1) if
the MFA2(u) RNA was incubated with bovine serum
albumin (BSA) instead of the purified complex, even
though BSA was used at a higher molar concentration
(147 nM) than the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex. (2) The
mobility shift was observed in spite of the presence of
a large molar excess of Escherichia coli tRNA (100 ng/mL;
z4 mM; see Materials and Methods) over the radiolabeled
MFA2(u) RNA substrate in the RNA-binding reactions
(Fig. 2A). (3) A further (10-fold) increase in the concentration

FIGURE 2. Purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex is capable of binding
RNA. (A) Incubation of RNA with purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex
results in gel mobility shift of the RNA. RNA-binding reactions contain-
ing MFA2(u) RNA (radiolabeled at U-residues) were carried out as
described in Materials and Methods with the purified complex (at a final
concentration of 40.6 nM; lanes 2–4) or BSA (lane 1) in the presence of E.
coli tRNA at a final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL (lanes 1–3) or 1.0 mg/mL
(lane 4) and in the presence (lane 3) or absence (lanes 1,2,4) of cold
MFA2(u) RNA [used at eightfold molar excess over the hot MFA2(u)
RNA]. Following incubation, samples were separated on a native poly-
acrylamide gel and visualized by Phosphorimaging as described in
Materials and Methods. (Bottom) The nucleotide sequence of the RNA
substrate. (B) Pull-down of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex from the RNA-
binding reaction coprecipitates the RNA. RNA-binding reactions were
carried out as described in Materials and Methods using radiolabeled
MFA2(u) RNA and the purified complex (at a final concentration of
40.6 nM; lane 3) or BSA (lane 2). The reaction mix was then incubated
with anti-Flag antibody matrix, and the RNA bound to the matrix was
extracted and visualized by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
and PhosphorImaging as described in Materials and Methods. (Lane 1)
Untreated MFA2(u) RNA. (Left) Positions of size markers. About 59% of
the input RNA was coprecipitated with the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex in
this experiment. (C) RNPs formed in the presence of the purified Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p complex can be supershifted using antibodies directed against
the Lsm proteins. RNA-binding reactions were carried out as described in
Materials and Methods using radiolabeled MFA2(u) RNA and the
purified complex (at a final concentration of 40.6 nM), following which
anti-Flag (lane 2), anti-His tag (lane 3), or nonspecific antibody (lane 1)
was added to the reaction mix, and incubation was continued as
described in Materials and Methods. The samples were finally visualized
by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and Phosphorimaging as
described in Materials and Methods. (Lanes 4–6) Similar experiments
(indicated on top of the lanes) in which the purified complex was
incubated with the antibody before adding the RNA. (Left) Binding
reactions carried out using the purified complex or BSA (labeled L and B,
respectively, on top) in the absence of any antibody.
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of E. coli tRNA (to 1 mg/mL or z40 mM) in the bind-
ing reaction affected the mobility shift only moderately
(Fig. 2A, lane 4), while including cold MFA2(u) RNA in
the reaction at eightfold molar excess over the radiolabeled
MFA2(u) RNA almost completely abolished the gel shift
(Fig. 2A, lane 3).

Two more analyses further confirmed that the observed
gel shift of the MFA2(u) RNA is the result of its interaction
with the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex and not due to any
nonspecific contaminant proteins present in the prepara-
tion. First, following incubation with radiolabeled
MFA2(u) RNA, when the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex was
immunoprecipitated from the binding reaction using anti-
Flag antibodies (targeting the Flag-Lsm1p subunit of the
complex), the MFA2(u) RNA was coimmunoprecipitated
as seen in Figure 2B, lane 3. Such coimmunoprecipitation
failed to occur if the binding reactions contained BSA
instead of the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex, indicat-
ing that the MFA2(u) RNA is not being pulled down
because of its nonspecific association with the antibody
matrix (Fig. 2C, lane 2). Second, as seen in Figure 2C,
incubation of the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex with
anti-Flag (Fig. 2C, lanes 2,5) or anti-His tag (Fig. 2C, lanes
3,6) antibodies (targeted against the Flag-Lsm1p or Lsm5p-
6xHis subunit, respectively, of the purified complex), but
not the unrelated anti-mouse IgG (Fig. 2C, lanes 1,4) either
before (Fig. 2C, lanes 4–6) or after (Fig. 2C, lanes 1–3) the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex is bound to the MFA2(u) RNA,
results in a clear supershift of the RNPs formed. These
results indicate that the gel-retarded RNP complexes
observed in our experiments are, indeed, formed by the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex. The fact that prior binding of
the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex to the anti-Flag or anti-His
tag antibodies does not affect the ability of this complex to
bind to the RNA suggests that the N-terminal region of
Lsm1p and the C-terminal region of Lsm5p are not critical
for RNA binding. This is consistent with our earlier obser-
vation that deletion of the N-terminal domain of Lsm1p
does not affect mRNA decay or 39-end protection (Tharun
et al. 2005), and our results presented in Figure 1A, which
indicate that these epitope tags do not affect the in vivo
function of this complex.

In order to confirm that the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex
makes direct contacts with the RNA substrate, we carried
out UV cross-linking experiments. For this, binding reac-
tions with MFA2(u) RNA (radiolabeled with 32P-UTP)
were carried out using the purified complex or BSA as
described above followed by UV irradiation for various
lengths of time. The irradiated samples were then subjected
to ribonuclease digestion (to digest unprotected RNA)
before visualizing the cross-linked proteins by SDS-PAGE
and autoradiography (see Materials and Methods). As seen
in Figure 3A, a protein(s) with a mobility similar to that of
Lsm4p and/or Flag-Lsm1p (see Fig. 1B, lane 8) correspond-
ing to z23 kDa was strongly radiolabeled in a UV-

irradiation-dependent manner in the binding reaction
containing the purified complex (Fig. 3A, lanes 1–4),
suggesting that Lsm1p and/or Lsm4p subunits of the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex directly contact the RNA. Addi-
tional weaker bands of lower mobilities were also observed,
suggesting possible RNA contacts of other Lsm subunits.
Importantly, neither the 23-kDa band nor most of the
weaker bands were observed if cold MFA2(u) RNA was
included in the reaction at eightfold molar excess over the
hot MFA2(u) RNA (Fig. 3A, lane 5) or if the binding
reaction was carried out with BSA instead of the purified
complex (Fig. 3A, lane 6). As shown in Figure 3B, when the
UV cross-linking reaction (carried out with the purified
complex) was subjected to detergent treatment (to disrupt
the protein complexes) after ribonuclease treatment and
then subjected to immunoprecipitation using anti-Flag
antibody matrix (Fig. 3B, lane 1), it led to the specific
pull-down of a 23-kDa protein(s). This did not occur if
unrelated anti-HA antibody matrix (Fig. 3B, lane 3) was
used for immunoprecipitation or if the binding reactions

FIGURE 3. Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex makes direct contacts with
RNA. (A) Proteins present in the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex
can be UV cross-linked to RNA. RNA-binding reactions containing
MFA2(u) RNA (radiolabeled at U-residues) were carried out as
described in Materials and Methods with the purified complex (at a
final concentration of 40.6 nM; lanes 1–5) or BSA (lane 6) in the
presence (lane 5) or absence (lanes 1–4 and 6) of cold MFA2(u) RNA
[used at eightfold molar excess over the hot MFA2(u) RNA]. Aliquots
of the reaction mix were then exposed to UV irradiation for varying
lengths of time (indicated above the lanes) followed by ribonuclease
treatment, SDS-PAGE separation, and Phosphorimaging as described
in Materials and Methods. (Left) Positions of size markers. (Right)
Expected positions of the Lsm proteins. (B) The 23-kDa band that
gets UV cross-linked to RNA contains Flag-Lsm1p. Purified Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p complex was bound to radiolabeled MFA2(u) RNA and
exposed to UV for 0 (lane 2) or 30 min (lanes 1,3). After ribonuclease
treatment, the samples were treated with detergent (to disrupt the
protein complexes) and then immunoprecipitated with either anti-
Flag antibody matrix (lanes 1,2) or anti-HA antibody matrix (lane 3)
before separation of the proteins pulled down by SDS-PAGE and their
visualization by Phosphorimaging. (Left) Positions of molecular
weight markers.
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were not UV-irradiated (Fig. 3B, lane 2). This observation
indicates that the 23-kDa band revealed by the cross-
linking experiment shown in Figure 3A, indeed, contains
Flag-Lsm1p. These results strongly suggest that the purified
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex is capable of binding RNA
directly, with the Lsm1p subunit being at least one of the
subunits in the complex making such direct RNA contacts.

Comparison of the binding affinities of MFA2(u) RNAs
carrying or lacking an m7G cap structure at their 59-ends
(using gel shift assays) revealed that the 59-cap has no
significant effect on the binding of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex (data not shown). This is consistent with the
following earlier observations: (1) The poly(G) decay
intermediate of the MFA2pG mRNA (which is generated
by decapping followed by Xrn1p-mediated 59-to-39 exonu-
cleolysis up to the 59-end of the poly[G] insertion and
hence lacks all of the coding region and 59-UTR of the
mRNA) efficiently coimmunoprecipitates with this com-
plex from cell lysates (Tharun and Parker 2001a) just like
the full-length mRNA. (2) mRNA coimmunoprecipitates
with this complex from wild-type cells as well as xrn1D

(which accumulate uncapped mRNAs) and dcp1D cells
(which accumulate capped mRNAs) (Tharun and Parker
2001a).

Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex binds near the 39-end
of RNA

In order to determine which part of the RNA is bound by
the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex, we carried out oligonucle-
otide inhibition experiments. We designed DNA oligonu-
cleotides complementary to the 59, middle, and 39 thirds of
the MFA2(u) RNA and asked if they inhibited the binding
of the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex to the MFA2(u)
RNA when they were annealed to that RNA prior to the
binding reaction. As seen in Figure 4, while the oligonu-
cleotide complementary to the 39 portion of the MFA2(u)
RNA almost completely abolished the binding (as revealed
by gel shift analysis), the oligos complementary to the 59 or
middle segments of the MFA2(u) RNA, or a nonspecific
oligo, did not have any significant effect on the binding.
The differential effects of the oligos complementary to
different regions of the MFA2(u) RNA are not due to
differences in their efficiency of annealing because RNase-H
treatment of the MFA2(u) RNA after annealing to each of
these oligonucleotides (but not the nonspecific oligonu-
cleotide) led to a complete loss of the full-length substrate
RNA. These results therefore suggest that the Lsm1p-7p–
Pat1p complex binds at or near the 39-end of this RNA.

Presence of a stretch of U-residues near the 39-end
facilitates Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex binding

Given that the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex binds at or near
the 39-end of the MFA2(u) RNA, we asked if there are any

specific sequence features in that region of the MFA2(u)
RNA that are important for the binding of this complex.
A stretch of six U-residues is present very close to the 39-
end of the MFA2 mRNA (Muhlrad and Parker 1992) and
hence the MFA2(u) RNA. Similar stretches of U-residues
form the binding sites of the Sm complex and the Lsm2p-
8p complex (Branlant et al. 1982; Achsel et al. 1999; Raker
et al. 1999; Vidal et al. 1999). Therefore we tested if the
63U-stretch near the 39-end of the MFA2(u) RNA is
important for binding to the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex.

To this end, different RNA substrates were made (as
described in Materials and Methods) by T7 transcription
using oligonucleotide templates. As a control, we used the
MFA2 RNA, which is the same as the MFA2(u) RNA except
that it does not contain the three additional U-residues at
the 39-end (Figs. 2, 5, cf. sequences). The effect of deleting,
mutating, or relocating the 63U-stretch near the 39-end of
this RNA was determined by comparing the MFA2 RNA
and its various modified versions (in which the 63U-
stretch is subjected to such changes) for their ability to bind
to the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex in gel shift assays.
Figure 5A shows that, as expected, the MFA2 RNA was

FIGURE 4. Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex binds near the 39-end of RNA.
Radiolabeled MFA2(u) RNA was annealed to DNA oligonucleotides
oST214, oST215, oST216, a nonspecific DNA oligonucleotide, or no
oligonucleotide (indicated above the lanes in upper and middle
panels). The annealed RNA was then subjected either to RNA-binding
reactions with the purified complex (at a final concentration of 40.6
nM; lanes labeled with L on top) or BSA (lanes labeled with B on top),
followed by visualization of gel-shifted RNA as described in Materials
and Methods (upper panel) or RNase-H treatment followed by
separation on denaturing gels and autoradiography (middle panel).
(Lower panel) Regions of MFA2(u) RNA spanned by the oligonucleo-
tides oST214, oST215, and oST216 are shown schematically.
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efficiently bound by the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex (Fig.
5A, lanes labeled MFA2 on top). However, deletion of the
63U-stretch from this RNA significantly weakened the
binding such that the fraction of bound RNA dropped by
z10-fold (Fig. 5A, lanes labeled MFA2 63UD). Moreover,
moving the 63U-stretch away from the 39-end to the
middle or near the 59-end of the RNA also led to about
fourfold weakening of binding [Fig. 5A, lanes labeled MFA2
63U(mid) and MFA2 63U(59), respectively]. Finally,
replacing the 63U-stretch with a stretch
of six As, Cs, or Gs (Fig. 5A, lanes
labeled MFA2 63A, MFA2 63C, and
MFA2 63G, respectively) also weakened
the binding by at least fivefold. These
results indicate that the presence of the
63U-stretch near the 39-end of the
MFA2 RNA facilitates the binding of
that RNA to the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p com-
plex. Furthermore, together with the
results of the oligonucleotide inhibition
experiments (Fig. 4), they suggest that
this 63U-stretch forms at least part of
the binding site on that RNA for the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex. In any case,
the band pattern of the MFA2 63G
RNA (Fig. 5A) suggests that its
decreased binding may at least partly
be due to its ability to form a more stable
secondary structure. Secondary structure
prediction using the RNAfold program
(Mathews et al. 1999) revealed that the
MFA2 63G RNA could form a slightly
stronger structure (�6.8 kcal/mol) than
the MFA2, MFA2 63C, and MFA2 63A
RNAs (�4.85 kcal/mol, �4.36 kcal/mol,
and �6.12 kcal/mol, respectively),
although in general all these RNAs
formed only weak structures.

We then asked if the observed influ-
ence of the stretch of Us near the 39-end
of the RNA on the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex binding is specific to the
MFA2 mRNA or if this complex has a
general binding preference for RNAs
that carry such sequences near their
39-ends. To this end, we made RNA
substrates derived from the 39-UTRs of
different mRNAs that do or do not
carry an uninterrupted stretch of six
or more Us near their 39-ends. This
included the PGK1 and RPL41A
mRNAs, which carried stretches of eight
and seven U-residues, respectively, near
their 39-ends and the TEF1 and RPP2B
mRNAs whose 39-ends, although rich in

Us, were interrupted with other nucleotides (Cottrelle et al.
1985; Remacha et al. 1988; Muhlrad and Parker 1994;
Muhlrad et al. 1995; Yu and Warner 2001). RNA substrates
carrying the 39-most 42 nt of each of these mRNAs
(attached to two additional G-residues at the 59-end) were
made by T7 transcription using oligonucleotide templates,
and their ability to bind to the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex was compared to that of the MFA2 RNA by gel
shift assays. The results shown in Figure 5B reveal that the

FIGURE 5. (Legend on next page)
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PGK1 and RPL41A RNAs (which carry 83U and 73U-
stretches near their 39-ends) bind more strongly than the
MFA2 RNA to the purified complex. On the other hand,
the TEF1 and RPP2B RNAs (which lack uninterrupted
stretches of six or more Us) show much weaker binding.
These results reveal a correlation between the presence of
an uninterrupted stretch of six or more U-residues near the
39-end of the RNA and the efficiency of the RNA to bind to
the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex and, therefore, suggest that
this complex has a general binding preference for RNAs
carrying a stretch of U-residues near their 39-ends. Never-
theless, these results also suggest that in addition to the U-
rich sequences near the 39-end, other sequences of the RNA
also affect binding by this complex, because the TEF1 RNA
carrying the most disrupted U-rich sequence binds only
twofold weaker than the MFA2 RNA, and the RPP2B RNA
shows very poor binding in spite of bearing a U-rich
element that differs from an uninterrupted 63U-stretch
only by a single base change (Fig. 5B). Consistent with this
idea, the MFA2 (U-to-C) RNA (in which a single U-to-C
change is introduced in the 63U-stretch of MFA2 RNA so
that it resembles the U-rich element of RPP2B RNA)
binds only threefold weaker than MFA2 RNA (Fig. 5C),
while RPP2B RNA binds almost eightfold to 10-fold
weaker than MFA2 RNA (Fig. 5B). Similarly, the RPP2B
(C-to-U) RNA (carrying a single C-to-U change in its U-
rich element that converts it into an uninterrupted 63U-
stretch) binds only twofold better than the RPP2B RNA
(Fig. 5C).

The binding preference of this complex for U-rich
sequences is also supported by the fact that when synthetic
homo-oligoribonucleotides (20-mers) were used in gel shift
assays, detectable binding was observed only with oligo(U)
but not with the other oligomers (data not shown).

Oligoadenylated RNAs interact stronger
than polyadenylated RNAs
with the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex

Oligoadenylated (but not polyadenylated) mRNAs are
selectively decapped in the 59-to-39 decay pathway, and
the ability of the decapping activator Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex to interact with RNA is crucial for this pathway
to proceed at normal rates in vivo (Tharun et al. 2005).
Therefore, in order to determine if this complex has an
intrinsic ability to distinguish between oligoadenylated and
polyadenylated RNAs, we tested the effect of adding varying
number of adenylate residues to the 39-end of the RNA on
the binding of the RNA to the purified complex. Using
oligonucleotide templates, we made MFA2 RNA carrying
five, 10, or 20 residues-long 39-A-tails (referred to as
MFA2-A5, MFA2-A10, and MFA2-A20 RNAs, respec-
tively). Gel shift assays revealed that presence of an A5 tail
at the 39-end enhanced binding about threefold; however,
further increase in the length of the A-tail to 10 and 20
A-residues progressively weakened the binding so that the
MFA2-A20 RNA was only moderately better than the
MFA2 RNA in binding to this complex (Fig. 6A). In order
to test the effect of a long poly(A) tail, we made the
MFA2(u)A55 RNA (which is the MFA2[u] RNA carrying a
55-residues-long 39-poly[A] tail) and compared it with the
MFA2(u) RNA for its affinity to bind to the Lsm1p-7p–
Pat1p complex. As seen in Figure 6B, both the MFA2(u)
and MFA2(u)A55 RNAs bound to this complex with
similar affinities, giving an apparent KD of z200 nM.
Consistent with this, oligonucleotide inhibition assays
(similar to those shown in Fig. 4) suggested that this
complex binds to the same region in both MFA2[u] and
MFA2[u]-A55 RNAs [Figs. 4, 6C]). Thus, these results

indicate that oligoadenylated RNA
binds to this complex more strongly
than polyadenylated RNA. Such influ-
ence of the 39-oligoadenylate tail on the
binding of this complex is not specific
for the MFA2 RNA, because similar
results were obtained with RPP2B
RNA also. As seen in Figure 6D (left
panel), the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex
binds RPP2B-A5 RNA with much
greater affinity than RPP2B-A20 RNA.
Importantly, the enhancement of RNA
binding caused by the 39-tail is specific
to an oligoadenylate tail as shown by the
observation (Fig. 6D, middle panel) that
attaching a C5 or a G5 tail at the 39-end
of the MFA2 RNA fails to enhance the
binding of this complex and, in fact,
results in weakening of binding.
Together, these results suggest that this
complex has a general intrinsic binding

FIGURE 5. Presence of a stretch of U-residues near the 39-end of the RNA facilitates the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex binding. (A) Mutation, deletion, or relocation of the 63U-stretch
near the 39-end of the MFA2 RNA impairs Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex binding. (B) RNA
substrates that carry an uninterrupted stretch of six or more U-residues near their 39-ends bind
to the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex better than RNAs that do not. (C) A single U-to-C change
within the U-stretch could significantly affect binding. (Top panels) RNA-binding reactions
were carried out as described in Materials and Methods using various radiolabeled RNAs
(indicated above the lanes) in the presence of the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex at a final
concentration of 2.8 nM (lanes 1,5,9,13 in C), 8.12 nM (lanes 16,19,22,25 in A; lanes 1,4,7,10,13
in A,B), 14 nM (lanes 2,6,10,14 in C), 40.6 nM (lanes 17,20,23,26 in A; lanes 2,5,8,11,14 in A,B),
or 56 nM (lanes 3,7,11,15 in C) or in the presence of BSA (lanes labeled with B on top). After
the reaction, gel shift of the RNA was visualized as described in Materials and Methods. (*)
Position of gel-shifted RNA. (Arrow on the left of the gel) The smear observed below the band
of gel-shifted RNA resulting from destabilization of the RNPs during the gel run. (Middle
panels) Fraction of the RNA bound in each reaction (quantitated from the gel using a
PhosphorImager) normalized to the value obtained with MFA2 RNA at 40.6 nM (in A,B) or
56 nM (in C) concentration of the purified complex is shown as a bar diagram directly under the
corresponding lane of the gel picture. (Bottom panels) Sequences of the various RNA substrates
used for the gel shift assays. The 63U-stretch of MFA2 RNA, which is replaced with 63A or
63C or 63G in MFA2 63A, MFA2 63C and MFA2 63G RNAs, respectively, is shown
in bold. The U-to-C and C-to-U changes introduced in MFA2 (U-to-C) RNA and RPP2B
(C-to-U) RNA are underlined.
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preference for oligoadenylated RNAs over polyadenylated
RNAs.

The enhancement of Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex binding
observed upon attaching an A5 tail to the 39-end of the
RNA is unlikely to be the result of an increase in the length
of the RNA because further lengthening of the A-tail leads
to weakening of binding (Fig. 6A,B,D). In order to test if
the MFA2-A5 and RPP2B-A5 RNAs bind to this complex
with greater affinity because they have the length (49 nt
long) that is optimal for binding to this complex, we

studied the effect of 39-oligoadenylate tail length on the
binding of a shorter RNA substrate, the TEF1(s) RNA. This
RNA is the same as the TEF1 RNA (used in the experiment
shown in Fig. 5B), except that it carries only the 39-most
30 nt (not 42 nt) of TEF1 mRNA. As shown in Figure 6D
(right panel), attaching a 39-A5 tail to this RNA [yielding
the 37-nt-long TEF1(s)-A5 RNA] results in strong enhance-
ment of binding while lengthening the tail further to 20 As
(TEF1[s]-A20 RNA; 52 nt-long]) results in weakening of
binding. Similar results were also obtained with MFA2-25

FIGURE 6. (Continued on next page)
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RNA (which carries the 39-most 25 nt of MFA2 mRNA
preceded by two Gs at the 59-end) (see Fig. 7 for sequence)
carrying A5 or A20 tails (data not shown). These results
indicate that the factor determining the affinity of the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex for the oligoadenylated RNAs is
the length of the oligoadenylate tail rather than the overall

length of the RNA substrate. The binding of TEF1(s) RNA
(Fig. 6D, right panel) is weaker than that of TEF1 RNA
(Fig. 5B, top panel) because the former is shorter in length
(see below and Fig. 7).

As discussed above, U-rich sequences when present
near the 39-end of the RNA promote the binding of the

FIGURE 6. (Legend on next page)
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Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex (Figs. 4, 5). Therefore, it is
possible that this complex distinguishes between RNAs
carrying 39-A5 and 39-A20 tails based on the difference in
the distance between the 39-end of the A-tail and the
U-rich sequence. For example, such a distance of z9 nt
could be optimal for binding (as in MFA2-A5 RNA),
while a longer distance of 24 nt or more may not be
optimal (as in MFA2-A20 and MFA2[u]-A55 RNAs). If
this is true, MFA2-63U(59) RNA (in which the 63U-
stretch near the 39-end is moved to an upstream location)
(see Fig. 5A) carrying a 39-A5 tail should not be an
optimal substrate for binding since in the MFA2-
63U(59)-A5 RNA the 39-end of the A-tail will be 41 nt
away from the U-rich sequence. However, Figure 6E (left
panel) shows that the effect of 39-oligoadenylate tail
length on the binding observed with the MFA2-63U(59)
RNA is similar to that seen with the MFA2 RNA.
Furthermore, the binding of MFA2-63U(59)-A5 RNA to
the purified complex was only slightly weaker compared
to that of the MFA2-A5 RNA (Fig. 6E, middle panel)
although the MFA2-63U(59) RNA was about fourfold

weaker than the MFA2 RNA in binding to the purified
complex (Fig. 5A). Finally, even in the case of the MFA2-
63UD RNA (in which the 63U-stretch near the 39-end of
the RNA body has been deleted) (see Fig. 5A), the
influence of the 39-oligoadenylate tail length on the
binding was similar to that observed with MFA2 RNA
(Fig. 6E, right panel). These results suggest that the effect
of the 39-oligoadenylate tail length on the binding of the
RNA to the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex is not related to
the presence of the U-rich sequences near the 39-end of
the RNA body. This idea was further supported by the
observation that the large difference between the binding
affinities of RNAs that bear (MFA2 and PGK1 RNAs) or
lack (RPP2B RNA) an uninterrupted stretch of U-residues
near their 39-ends mostly disappears when such RNAs
carry an A5 tail at their 39-ends (Fig. 6F).

Recent studies (Mikulecky et al. 2004) on the Sm-like
protein Hfq suggest that the Hfq hexamer has two RNA-
binding sites, with one of them involved in binding
poly(A). This raises the possibility of a similar scenario
with regard to the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex given that the

FIGURE 6. Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex has a higher affinity for oligoadenylated RNA than polyadenylated RNA. (A) Lengthening the
oligoadenylate tail of the MFA2 RNA leads to a progressive weakening of Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex binding. (Upper panel) RNA-binding
reactions were carried out as described in Materials and Methods using various radiolabeled RNAs (indicated above the lanes) in the presence of
the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex at a final concentration of 8.12 nM (lanes 1,4,7,10) or 40.6 nM (lanes 2,5,8,11) or in the presence of BSA
(lanes labeled with B on top). After the reaction, gel shift of the RNA was visualized as described in Materials and Methods. (Lower panel) Fraction
of the RNA bound in each reaction (quantitated from the gel using a PhosphorImager) normalized to the value obtained with MFA2 RNA at 40.6
nM concentration of the purified complex is shown as a bar diagram directly under the corresponding lane of the gel picture. (B) MFA2(u) RNA
carrying a 55-residue-long 39-poly(A) tail [MFA2(u)A55 RNA] binds to the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex with an affinity similar to that of the
MFA2(u) RNA. (Upper panel) RNA-binding reactions were carried out as described in Materials and Methods using the radiolabeled RNAs
indicated below the lanes in the presence of the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex at a final concentration of 4.06 nM (lanes 1,7), 8.12 nM (lanes
2,8), 20.3 nM (lanes 3,9), 40.6 nM (lanes 4,10), 81.2 nM (lanes 5,11), or 203 nM (lanes 6,12). After the reaction, gel shift of the RNA was visualized
as described in Materials and Methods. (Lower panel) Percentage of RNA bound (quantitated from the gel using a PhosphorImager) is plotted
against the concentration of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex used in the reaction. Both MFA2(u) and MFA2(u)A55 RNAs bound to the purified
complex with an apparent KD of z200 nM. Sequences of MFA2 and MFA2(u) RNA substrates used in the experiments are shown at the bottom of
A and B. (C) The binding site of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex is the same in both MFA2(u) and MFA2(u)A55 RNAs. Experiments were carried
out as described for Figure 4 except that MFA2(u)A55 RNA was used as the substrate in the RNA-binding reactions. (D) The 39-tail length effect
(on the binding of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex) is specific for oligo(A) tail (middle panel) and is also observed with RPP2B RNA (left panel),
and TEF1(s) RNA (right panel) as with the MFA2 RNA. (Upper panels) RNA-binding reactions (using various radiolabeled RNA substrates
indicated above the lanes) and visualization of results were carried out as described in A. Reactions carried out with purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex at a final concentration of 8.12 nM (lanes 1,4,7) or 40.6 nM (lanes 2,5,8) or in the presence of BSA (lanes labeled with B on top) are
shown. (Lower panels) Fraction of the RNA bound in each reaction (quantitated from the gel using a PhosphorImager) normalized to the value
obtained with RNA lacking a 39-tail (at 40.6 nM concentration of the purified complex) in each set is shown as a bar diagram directly under the
corresponding lane of the gel picture. Sequences of the TEF1(s) and RPP2B RNAs are shown at the bottom. (E) Influence of the 39-oligoadenylate
tail length on the binding of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex to the RNA is not directly related to the U-rich sequence near the 39-end of the body of
the RNA. Binding reactions were carried out and results were visualized as described for D. The upper and lower panels are presented as in D
except that in the case of comparison of MFA2-A5 and MFA2-6xU(59)-A5 RNAs, the RNA binding quantitated after the gel shift assays is shown
as a percentage of RNA bound in each reaction (without normalization) in the bar diagram. Sequences of the relevant RNA substrates are shown
at the bottom. (F) The difference in the binding affinity for the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex of RNAs that bear or lack an uninterrupted stretch of Us
near their 39-ends disappears when they are oligoadenylated. The binding reactions were carried out and results were visualized as described for D.
The upper and lower panels are presented as in D except that the bar diagram in the lower panel shows the percentage of RNA bound in each
reaction without normalization. (Bottom) Sequences of the RNA substrates used for gel shifts. (G) Binding of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex to the
oligoadenylated RNA cannot be competitively inhibited by oligo(A). (Upper panel) RNA-binding reactions were carried out as described in
Materials and Methods using radiolabeled MFA2 RNA (lanes 1–5) or MFA2-A5 RNA (lanes 6–10) with the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex
(at a final concentration of 20.3 nM) that had been preincubated for 10 min at 30°C (before adding the radiolabeled RNA) in the presence of
varying folds of molar excess (over the radiolabeled RNA) of oligo(A) (indicated above the lanes). After the reaction, gel shift of the RNA was
visualized as described in Materials and Methods. (Lower panel) The percentage of the RNA bound in each reaction (quantitated from the gel
using a PhosphorImager) is shown as a bar diagram directly under the corresponding lane of the gel picture. (* on the left in each figure) Positions
of gel-shifted RNAs. (A,D,E,F, arrow on left) The smear observed below the band of gel-shifted RNA resulting from destabilization of the RNPs
during the gel run.
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length of the 39-oligoadenylate tail of the RNA can
influence the binding of this complex. However, as men-
tioned above, oligo(U) was the only homo-oligoribonu-
cleotide that was able to bind to this complex, and the other
homo-oligomers including oligo(A) were not able to bind
to this complex. To confirm this further, we tested if
binding of this complex to oligoadenylated substrate RNA
can be inhibited by preincubation of the purified complex
with cold oligo(A) before starting the binding reaction. As
shown in Figure 6G, preincubation of the purified complex
with oligo(A) (20-mer) had no effect on its ability to bind
to either the MFA2 or the MFA2-A5 RNA, even when
oligo(A) was used at 50-fold molar excess over those RNAs.
These results indicate that the Hfq complex and the Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p complex probably recognize A-tails by different
mechanisms. Nevertheless, they do not completely rule out
the presence of a second RNA-binding site in the Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p complex (see Discussion).

Shorter RNA substrates bind more weakly
than the longer RNAs
to the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex

In order to test the effect of RNA length on Lsm1p-7p–
Pat1p complex binding, we made the MFA2-15, MFA2-25,
and MFA2-30 RNAs, which carry the 39-most 15, 25, and
30 nt of MFA2 mRNA sequence, respectively, preceded by
two G-residues at the 59-end (see Fig. 7). When these RNAs
were studied for their ability to bind to the purified Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p complex by gel shift assays, it was observed that a
decrease in RNA length led to a progressive weakening of
the binding such that with the shortest RNA (MFA2-15),
the binding was almost undetectable (Fig. 7). Thus, longer
RNAs bind more strongly than shorter RNAs to this com-
plex. Nevertheless, as shown by the results with TEF1(s)
RNA (Fig. 6D), it is clear that the binding of shorter RNAs
could be enhanced when they carry a 39-oligo(A) tail.
Therefore, the minimum RNA length needed for detectable
binding could be lower in the case of oligoadenylated RNAs.

DISCUSSION

The Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex plays a key role in mRNA
decay, and its interaction with mRNA is an important event
in this process. Mutations disrupting the predicted RNA-
binding residues of the Lsm1p subunit lead to strong
inhibition of mRNA decay (Tharun et al. 2005). In order
to understand how the intrinsic RNA-binding properties of
this complex are related to its in vivo interactions and
functions, we have purified this complex from yeast and
determined its RNA-binding characteristics. Our studies
reveal that the intrinsic RNA-binding characteristics of this
complex are consistent with its in vivo functions.

Electrophoretic analysis of our purified preparation of
the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex reveals the presence of Pat1p
not only in a band of expected mobility but also in
additional faster-moving bands. Such species were also
observed by other investigators (Bonnerot et al. 2000;
Bouveret et al. 2000), and it is not clear if they are present
in vivo or are degradation products generated upon cell
lysis. Given the fact that Pat1p exhibits abnormal mobility
during electrophoresis (Fig. 1B; Rodriguez-Cousino et al.
1995; Bouveret et al. 2000), it is also possible that some of
these faster-moving bands contain full-length Pat1p. In
fact, mass spectrometry analysis of the top-most band
among the higher mobility species (Fig. 1B, labeled with
asterisks) identified the peptides DGPLDFEESYK and
SQELDTELK, which are very close to the N and C termini
in the Pat1p sequence (13 and 33 residues away from the
N and C terminus, respectively), suggesting that this band
may contain full-length Pat1p. In any case, the RNA-
binding properties of the purified complex observed here
are unlikely to be unphysiological anomalous activities
resulting from the possible presence of truncated forms of

FIGURE 7. The shorter the RNA, the weaker is its binding to the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex. (Top panel) RNA-binding reactions were
carried out as described in Materials and Methods using various
radiolabeled RNAs (indicated above the lanes) in the presence of the
purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex at a final concentration of 8.12 nM
(lanes 1,4,7,10) or 40.6 nM (lanes 2,5,8,11) or in the presence of BSA
(lanes labeled with B on top). After the reaction, gel shift of the RNA
was visualized as described in Materials and Methods. (*) Position of
gel-shifted RNA. (Arrow) The smear observed below the band of gel-
shifted RNA due to the destabilization of the RNPs during the gel run.
(Middle panel) The fraction of the RNA bound in each reaction
(quantitated from the gel using PhosphorImager) normalized to the
value obtained with MFA2 RNA at 40.6 nM concentration of the
purified complex is shown as a bar diagram directly under the
corresponding lane of the gel picture. (Bottom panel) Sequences of
the RNA substrates used for the gel shift assays.
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Pat1p for the following reasons. First, the ability to bind
preferentially to U-rich sequences is a property shared by
several Sm-like protein complexes and not just the Lsm1p-
7pPat1p complex. Second, our earlier studies also showed
that the Lsm proteins preferentially associate with oligo-
adenylated mRNAs while exhibiting very little association,
if any, with polyadenylated mRNAs in vivo (Tharun and
Parker 2001a) and that the mRNPs associated with the
Lsm1p are not bound to the poly(A) binding protein,
Pab1p . Future work will reveal the contribution of Pat1p
to the various RNA-binding properties of the Lsm1p-7p–
Pat1p complex.

Although the association of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p com-
plex with mRNA was revealed by immunoprecipitation
studies earlier, it was not clear if it is the result of a direct
interaction (Tharun and Parker 2001a). Our studies pre-
sented here not only show that the purified Lsm1p-7p–
Pat1p complex can bind to RNA in vitro (as revealed by gel
shift assays and pull-down of the RNPs using anti-Flag
antibody matrix) (Fig. 2) but also that Lsm1p and possibly
a few other subunits in the complex can be cross-linked to
RNA (as revealed by UV cross-linking experiments and
immunoprecipitation analyses after UV cross-linking) (Fig.
3), supporting the idea that this complex directly binds
RNA. These results suggest that the in vivo association of
this complex with mRNAs is by virtue of its ability to
directly bind RNA. This is consistent with inhibition of
mRNA decay resulting from mutations targeting the
predicted RNA-binding residues of Lsm1p (Tharun et al.
2005). Nevertheless, it is possible that other factors in vivo
modulate the interaction of this complex with mRNA.

The binding affinity of the purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex for various RNA substrates is likely an underes-
timate because our purified complex is not 100% active.
Binding reactions carried out using various concentrations
of MFA2 RNA in the presence of a constant amount of the
purified complex (such that RNA:Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p com-
plex molar ratios ranging from 0.012 to 12.3 are attained)
revealed that our preparation is 50% active (data not shown).

Our studies show that Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex bind-
ing is weaker with shorter RNAs such that the binding is
undetectable with a 17-nt-long RNA (Fig. 7). In this regard,
this complex differs from many other Sm-like protein
complexes like the Sm complex (Raker et al. 1999; Urlaub
et al. 2001), Lsm2p-8p complex (Achsel et al. 1999), the
archaebacterial Sm1 (Toro et al. 2001) and Sm2 homo-
heptamers (Achsel et al. 2001), and the Hfq hexamer
(Schumacher et al. 2002), which have been shown to bind
efficiently very short (5–10 residues long) RNA substrates.
In our gel shift assays using the RNA substrates discussed
here, we did not observe multiple gel-shifted bands
indicative of ternary or higher-order complexes, even
though the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex is used at several-
fold molar excess over the radiolabeled RNA substrate in
these experiments (see Materials and Methods). Further-

more, when assays were carried out using various concen-
trations of MFA2 RNA in the presence of a constant
amount of the purified complex such that RNA:Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p complex molar ratios ranging from 0.012 to 12.3
are attained, multiple gel-shifted bands were not observed
and the mobility of the gel-shifted band was not altered
(data not shown). Thus, our results are consistent with a
1:1 molar complex being formed between RNA and the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex under our assay conditions.
However, it is possible that higher-order complexes may
be formed when substrates with an RNA body longer than
42 nt are used.

Our results support the idea that the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex binds at or near the 39-end of the RNA. First, an
oligonucleotide that anneals to the 39-third of the MFA2(u)
RNA impairs the binding of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex
to this RNA, while oligonucleotides annealing to other
regions of this RNA have no effect on binding (Fig. 4).
Second, several experiments indicate that changes intro-
duced into the RNA substrate near its 39-end affect binding
of this complex to the RNA. This includes mutation or
deletion of the 63U-stretch (which is located very close to
the 39-end of the MFA2 RNA) and addition of an oligo(A)
tail at the 39-end of the RNA (Figs. 5, 6, respectively).
Therefore, these results suggest that the protection pro-
vided by this complex to the 39-ends of deadenylated
mRNAs in vivo is a result of the direct interaction of this
complex with mRNA 39-ends. Consistent with such an
idea, mutations disrupting the predicted RNA-binding
residues of Lsm1p not only lead to inhibition of mRNA
decay but also to loss of mRNA 39-end protection (Tharun
et al. 2005).

An important observation made in our studies is that the
purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex shows a significantly
stronger interaction with oligoadenylated RNA than with
polyadenylated RNA. Strongest binding was observed with
RNA carrying a 39-A5 tail, while further increase in the tail
length led to weakening of binding such that RNA with a
poly(A) tail (55 residues) has similar affinity as an RNA
lacking a tail (Fig. 6A,B). The ability of this complex to
distinguish between oligoadenylated and polyadenylated
forms of RNA was not specific to a particular RNA or
dependent on the presence of U-rich sequences near the 39-
end of the RNA body and is determined by the length of the
A-tail rather than the overall length of the RNA (Fig. 6D,E).
Importantly, only an oligo(A) tail but not an oligo(C) or
oligo(G) tail at the 39-end could enhance the binding of
RNA to this complex (Fig. 6D). These results suggest that
a selective in vivo association of this complex with oligo-
adenylated mRNAs driven by the intrinsic ability of this
complex to distinguish between polyadenylated and oli-
goadenylated RNAs is crucial for the 59-to-39 mRNA decay
pathway since a key aspect of this pathway is that decapping
is allowed only after poly(A) shortening of the mRNA is
completed such that only oligoadenylated mRNAs, but not
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polyadenylated mRNAs, form the substrates for decapping.
It is known that Pab1p bound to the poly(A) tail is involved
in the inhibition of decapping of polyadenylated mRNAs
(Caponigro and Parker 1995; Coller et al. 1998; Wilusz
et al. 2001; Khanna and Kiledjian 2004). Our results
presented here support the idea that the selective binding
(and decapping activation) of oligoadenylated mRNAs by
the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex could be an additional
mechanism that contributes to the deadenylation depen-
dence of decapping in the 59-to-39 pathway.

Our results indicate that the difference in the binding
affinities (for the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex) of RNAs
bearing or lacking an uninterrupted stretch of Us at their
39-ends disappears considerably when an A5 tail is
attached to their 39-ends. While this supports the idea
that this complex plays a general role in targeting mRNAs
for decapping in vivo (rather than selectively targeting
certain groups of mRNAs), it also raises the possibility
that binding of this complex to the oligoadenylated
mRNAs could affect their further deadenylation and
thereby influence the endpoint of deadenylation. How-
ever, in this regard, it is important to note that accumu-
lation of fully deadenylated mRNAs occurs not only in lsm
and pat1 mutants but also in dcp1 or dcp2 mutants, where
the integrity of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex is unaf-
fected. This suggests that the further shortening of the
oligo(A) tail of oligoadenylated mRNAs in vivo is mainly
determined by decapping rates. Nevertheless, it is possible
that when the decapping rate of an mRNP is impaired in
vivo (as in a dcp1 or dcp2 mutant) that weakens or alters
the association of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex with the
mRNP, allowing further shortening of the tail by the
deadenylase.

Our experiments indicate that although polyadenylated
RNA and RNA lacking a poly(A) tail have a lower affinity
(than the oligoadenylated RNA) for the purified Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p complex in vitro, they do bind to this complex.
However, polyadenylated mRNA does not coprecipitate at
detectable amounts with this complex when this complex is
pulled down from cell lysates (Tharun and Parker 2001a).
This suggests that other factors may interfere with the
interaction of this complex with polyadenylated mRNA in
vivo. Polyadenylated mRNA is not only bound to Pab1p in
vivo, but also to other translation factors depending on its
translation status. Furthermore, translating polyadenylated
mRNA has a distinct mRNP structure due to the inter-
actions between Pab1p and eIF4G (Wells et al. 1998) and is
likely to be localized outside the P-bodies in the cytoplasm
(Kedersha et al. 2005; Teixeira et al. 2005), while the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex (like other proteins involved in
decay) is concentrated in the P-bodies. On the other hand,
mRNPs that are targeted for decapping and not efficient
substrates for translation (like the oligoadenylated mRNPs)
are likely to be localized in the P-bodies (Sheth and Parker
2003; Cougot et al. 2004; Teixeira et al. 2005). Due to these

reasons, the difference in the abilities of polyadenylated
and oligoadenylated mRNAs to associate with this complex
could be higher in vivo compared to what is observed
in vitro.

The enhancement of RNA binding of the Lsm1p-7p–
Pat1p complex by the 39-oligo(A) tail observed in our
studies is reminiscent of observations on another Sm-like
protein complex, the Hfq homohexamer. However, there
are several differences between the Hfq complex and the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex. First, while attaching a 39-
oligo(A) tail to the RNA enhances binding in the case of
both the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex and the Hfq complex,
further increase in the length of the 39-A-tail results in
weakening of binding only in the case of the Lsm1p-7p–
Pat1p complex [such that polyadenylated RNA has the
same affinity as the RNA lacking a poly(A) tail] (Fig. 6A,B)
but not the Hfq complex (Hajnsdorf and Regnier 2000). In
fact, lengthening the oligo(A) tail to a poly(A) tail seems to
enhance binding in the case of the Hfq complex (Hajnsdorf
and Regnier 2000). Second, the Hfq complex is capable
of binding to oligo(A) as shown by direct binding and
competition experiments (Hajnsdorf and Regnier 2000;
Schumacher et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2002; Mikulecky
et al. 2004). On the other hand, our experiments (data
not shown) reveal that only oligo(U), but not oligo(A) or
oligo(C) or oligo(G), is able to bind to the purified Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p complex. Furthermore, preincubation with cold
oligo(A) had absolutely no effect on the interaction of this
complex with MFA2 or MFA2-A5 RNA (Fig. 6G). Finally,
while the presence of a 39-terminal A5 tail on the RNA
promotes binding of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex, a
similar stretch of A-residues located internally (4 nt
upstream of the 39-end) fails to have such an effect as
shown by the poor binding of the MFA2-63A RNA (Fig.
5A) (this RNA binds threefold to fourfold weaker than
MFA2 RNA). However, the Hfq complex is able to bind
A-rich sequences located internally (Senear and Steitz 1976;
Zhang et al. 1998, 2002). These observations indicate that
the Hfq and Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complexes recognize
stretches of A-residues in distinct ways. Recent studies on
Hfq have suggested that it has two RNA-binding sites, with
one of them capable of binding to poly(A) sequences
(Mikulecky et al. 2004). At present, we do not know if a
similar scenario exists in the case of the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex also. In any case, the fact that the Lsm1p-7p–
Pat1p complex is able to recognize the oligo(A) tail
attached to the 39-end of the RNA but not able to bind
to free oligo(A) is analogous to the decapping enzyme,
which is able to recognize and cleave the cap when the cap
structure is part of the capped RNA molecule but not when
the cap structure is in the form of free cap analog
(LaGrandeur and Parker 1998; Van Dijk et al. 2002; Wang
et al. 2002b; Piccirillo et al. 2003; Steiger et al. 2003).
Similarly, the mammalian poly(A) binding protein (PABP)
and the decapping inhibitor VCX-A are also able to bind to
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capped RNA but not free cap (Khanna and Kiledjian 2004;
Jiao et al. 2006).

Sm-like protein complexes in general prefer to bind
U-rich sequences (Achsel et al. 1999, 2001; Raker et al.
1999; Toro et al. 2001; Urlaub et al. 2001; Schumacher et al.
2002), and our results (Figs. 4, 5) indicate that the Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p complex also shares that property. Importantly,
we also find that in order to facilitate the binding of the
Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex, the U-stretch needs to be
located near the 39-end (Fig. 5A). In any case, this complex
is also capable of binding RNAs with disrupted stretches of
Us, albeit with lower affinity (Fig. 5B). Such relatively less
stringent binding specificity of this complex may permit its
binding to multiple mRNAs such that it plays a general role
in mRNA decay (see below).

The Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex plays a very general role
in mRNA decay and 39-end protection as shown by the
observation that decay and 39-end protection of multiple
mRNAs get affected in lsm and pat1 loss-of-function
mutants, and that multiple mRNAs associate with this
complex in vivo (Tharun and Parker 2001a). These ob-
servations imply that the sequence elements recognized by
this complex must be relatively common among cellular
mRNAs, and our results presented here indicate that this is,
indeed, true; the oligo(A) tail is a structural feature
common to the mRNAs subjected to decapping in vivo,
and it is also known that presence of U-rich sequences near
the 39-end is a feature shared by a significant fraction of
yeast mRNAs (Graber et al. 1999a,b).

The closely related Lsm2p-8p complex has been shown
to interact with both U6 snRNA and mRNA (Achsel et al.
1999; Kufel et al. 2004), and an Lsm8p-containing complex
also associates with U8 snoRNA (Tomasevic and Peculis
2002). While the Lsm2p-8p complex binds to the U-rich
region at the 39-end (of U6 snRNA) similarly to the Lsm1p-
7p–Pat1p and other Sm-like protein complexes, it also
binds to other internal sites in U6 snRNA (Achsel et al.
1999; Vidal et al. 1999). Thus, just like the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex (as shown above), the Lsm2p-8p complex is also
likely to have the intrinsic ability to bind to a variety of
different RNAs. On the other hand, in vivo, the binding of
these complexes with RNAs could be made more selective
by their compartmentation and/or by the influence of other
factors associating with them.

The exact mechanism by which the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex promotes decapping in vivo is not known. The
observation that this complex selectively associates with
oligoadenylated mRNPs targeted for decay (but not with
polyadenylated mRNPs bound to translation factors) and
that it promotes the interaction of the decapping enzyme
with mRNA in vivo supported the model that it activates
decapping by promoting a transition in the mRNP orga-
nization from a translation-competent state to a decay-
competent state (Tharun and Parker 2001a). Several studies
have shown that while translating mRNPs and translation

factors are localized outside P-bodies, decapping factors
and mRNPs targeted for decapping are concentrated in
P-bodies, suggesting that translation and decapping occur
in different compartments (Sheth and Parker 2003; Cougot
et al. 2004; Fenger-Gron et al. 2005; Ferraiuolo et al. 2005;
Kedersha et al. 2005; Teixeira et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2005).
Therefore, these observations together support the idea that
the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex could act by promoting the
transfer of mRNPs into P-bodies. The intrinsic binding
preference of this complex for oligoadenylated mRNAs
could drive the association of this complex to mRNPs as
soon as poly(A) shortening is completed. This association
could then facilitate the interaction of other decay factors
such that the mRNP is fully reorganized into a decay-
competent state and transported into the P-bodies. Given
that mRNA is needed for the formation of the P-bodies
(Sheth and Parker 2003; Cougot et al. 2004; Kedersha et al.
2005; Teixeira et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2005), the studies in
mammalian cells indicating that down-regulation of Lsm1p
expression affects the localization of other decay factors
into the P-bodies (Andrei et al. 2005) is consistent with the
above model. However, since these studies also show that
localization of Lsm1p to P-bodies is affected upon down-
regulation of rck/p54 (homolog of Dhh1p) expression
(Andrei et al. 2005), it is likely that the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex is not sufficient for the transport for mRNPs into
P-bodies and needs the help of other factors for this
function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains

Strains used in this study are in the genetic background of yRP841
(MATa, leu2, ura3, lys2, trp1, cup1DTLEU2[PM]) (Hatfield et al.
1996). The Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex was purified from the strain
yST254, which expresses Flag-tagged Lsm1p and His-tagged
Lsm5p. This strain was made by transforming the strain yST247
(MATa, leu2, ura3, lys2, trp1, cup1DTLEU2[PM], lsm1DTTRP1,
LSM5–6xHis-NEOr) with the plasmid pST17, which expresses
Flag-Lsm1p from the native promoter. pST17 was made by the
Quikchange mutagenesis procedure (Stratagene) using pST11
(Tharun et al. 2005) as the template. C-terminal tagging of
LSM5 with the His-tag was carried out following the PCR-based
method of gene modification (Longtine et al. 1998) using
yRP1365 (MATa, leu2, ura3, lys2, trp1, cup1DTLEU2[PM],
lsm1DTTRP1) as the host strain (Tharun et al. 2000) to generate
yST247.

Purification of Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex

yST254 cells were grown in �ura drop out medium at 25°C,
collected, and lysed as described earlier (Tharun and Parker 1999).
The lysate was first incubated with the anti-Flag antibody matrix
(Sigma). After washing of the matrix to remove unbound
proteins, the bound proteins were eluted. The eluted proteins
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were then incubated with the Ni-NTA matrix (Invitrogen),
followed by washing of the Ni-NTA matrix and elution of the
final purified material. Purification steps using these two matrices
were carried out following the manufacturer’s protocols except for
the differences noted below. All the steps were carried out at 4°C
in 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.5) with 0.1% NP-40 containing
various other components as required for the different steps as
indicated below. The buffers used for cell lysis and anti-Flag
antibody matrix binding contained 100 mM NaCl, while the lysis
buffer also had 13 COMPLETE protease inhibitor mix (Roche).
The buffers used for washing of unbound proteins and elution of
bound proteins from this matrix and all the steps of purification
over the Ni-NTA matrix had 300 mM NaCl. The elution buffers
used with the anti-Flag antibody matrix and the Ni-NTA matrix
also had 150 ng/mL Flag peptide and 250 mM Imidazole,
respectively. Determination of protein concentration, SDS-PAGE
analysis, and silver staining of gels were carried out using standard
procedures. Mass spectrometry analysis of the proteins was done
by Prottech, Inc.

RNA analyses

Both MFA2(u) and MFA2(u)A55 RNAs were made by in vitro
transcription using T7 RNA polymerase (Roche) and [a-32P]-
labeled UTP following the manufacturer’s protocol. The plasmid
pRP1039 codes for MFA2(u) RNA [with or without poly(A) tail]
under the bacteriophage T7 promoter control (D. Muhlrad and
R. Parker, unpubl.). pRP1039 linearized with DraI formed the
template for making MFA2(u) RNA, while pRP1039 linearized
with HindIII and then treated with mung bean nuclease served as
the template for making MFA2(u)A55 RNA. All the other RNA
substrates used for gel shifts were made using the mirvana kit
(Ambion Inc.) with [a-32P]-labeled UTP or CTP and oligonucle-
otide templates. The template for each RNA was made by
annealing the oligonucleotide carrying T7 promoter sequence to
a bottom-strand oligonucleotide that codes for that RNA. After
transcription, reactions were treated with DNase I and cleaned up
using a spin column. The radiolabeled RNAs were gel purified
before they were used in gel shift assays. The integrity of purified
RNAs was confirmed by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electro-
phoresis.

RNA-binding reactions (10 mL) were carried out by incubating
purified Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p complex (at the final concentrations
indicated in the figure legends) or BSA (at final 147 nM
concentration) with the radiolabeled RNA substrate in the
presence of 0.1 mg/mL E. coli tRNA and 4 u/mL ribonuclease
inhibitor in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 50 mM Nacl, 0.5 mM MgCl2,
10% (v/v) glycerol, and 0.1% NP-40 for 45 min at 30°C. For gel
shift assays, the reactions were then separated on a 6% native
polyacrylamide gel. The gels were then dried and exposed to a
PhosphorImager. Concentration of the radiolabeled RNA sub-
strate in the binding reaction was 46 nM for experiment shown in
Figure 2B and 6.7 nM for the experiment in Figure 3. In all the
other experiments, it was 0.05 nM so that the molar concentration
of the radiolabeled RNA substrate is several-fold lower than that
of the lowest concentration of the purified complex used in the
experiment. In all the experiments, substrate RNA was heat-
denatured before it was included in the binding reaction. RNA
substrates whose binding affinities are compared in a given
experiment were prepared and tested together. Typically z25%–

30% of the MFA2 RNA got gel shifted when the Lsm1p-7p–Pat1p
complex was used at 40.6 nM concentration in the binding
reaction. For oligonucleotide inhibition experiments, radiolabeled
RNA substrate was annealed to an excess of DNA oligonucleotide
in 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 50 mM Nacl, and 0.5 mM MgCl2, by heat
denaturation followed by slow cooling to room temperature. An
appropriate amount of this annealed RNA was then used for
setting up the RNA-binding reaction. For RNase-H reactions, the
same amount of annealed RNA was digested with 1.5 units of
RNase-H followed by phenol:chloroform treatment and ethanol
precipitation of the digested RNA and visualization of the digested
RNA by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and
autoradiography. For supershift assays, 0.9 mg of nonspecific
antibody (anti-mouse IgG) or 0.6 mg of anti-His tag or anti-Flag
antibody was used. Binding of the antibody to the purified
complex (before or after it is bound to the RNA) was done by
incubation for 30 min at 30°C. UV irradiation and ribonuclease
treatment of the RNA-binding reactions and immunoprecipita-
tion analysis of the UV cross-linked proteins were carried out as
described (Ausubel et al. 2003). For anti-Flag antibody pull-down
experiments (Fig. 2B), 50-mL binding reactions carried out as
described above were incubated with anti-Flag antibody matrix at
4°C. After washing the matrix with 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 50 mM
NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, and 0.1% NP-40 to remove unbound RNA,
the bound RNA was extracted by phenol:chloroform treatment of
the washed matrix and analyzed by separation on denaturing gels
and autoradiography.

Isolation of RNA from yeast and Northern analyses (to visualize
MFA2pG mRNA and the poly[G] fragment) were performed as
described (Tharun and Parker 1999).
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